wife Sita? Countless are such instances of beings who have fallen prey to my
arrows and forgotten all rules of conduct in winning women and courting woe. Why
do you still have misgivings when you have already been a witness to all my victories?
Not even in a dream can I ever fail! So saying, Manmadha caressed his wife gently
and comforted her. Madana's best friend Vasantha also tried to add his word of
advice, but Kama Deva would listen to none from him. He only asked him to get
ready for the onslaught on Kailash which they were now approaching.
As they neared the foot of Kailash, Kandarpa was filled with pride and he took
up his bow of lowers strung with busy bees and made a peculiar resonant sound by
pulling at the bow-string -a sound that brought back memories of ecstatic conclusion
of orgasm in the union of species - male and female. He then threw up his arms
and shoulders and jingled his wrist-bands again and again as though in sheer
challenge. Thus rousing himself to action, Kandarpa reached the Tapovana of Isana,
preceded by his friend Vasantha.
SEASON
Followed by Kandarpa, Vasantha entered sacred Sthanvasrama although it was
not yet time for the spring season. With Vasantha's entrance, the entire landscape
began to wake up and smile, as it were, and to unfold its beauty. The dried-up trees
began to tingle with the flow of new sap and life. The ripened dried leaves were
carried away by the light breezes and in their place began to appear richly green
and varied coloured leaves in their fresh delicacy. As if by mere magic, there
appeared fresh greenery, fragrant flowers and ripening fruits with bees buzzing
,around for honey. The hitherto parched and thirsty land now glistened green and
wet, like due-bedecked carpets of grass. Every few yards, there appeared a cluster
of colourful shrubs crowned with richly tinted flowers which shone in the snowy
sunshine as miniature fairyrings. It seemed as though Sri Vana-Luxmi had suddenly
bedecked herself in dazzling finery of exquisite hues and sprayed herself with exotic
scents for her tryst with her beloved. There seemed to be a Joy and a song in the
very movements of these freshly blooming flowers. The tender and tiny breezes
kissing the leaves and flowers of plants and trees sent a thrill through them so that
they appeared to dance and sway to a mellow tune of love. The insects and birds,
the butterflies and moths, the bees and wasps glowed in their multi-coloured garb
and were literally drunk mad with the newly-formed honey for they fought and loved
and frisked about, going crazy with glee. Brimming with joy and chirping and
squeaking, the birds and squirrels flitted from tree to tree, tasting the great variety
of ripening fruits. Little streams and rushing rivulets with miniature waterfalls danced
their way through the enchanted landscape while silver and gold film of many a
strange hue jumped and frolicked in the cool and crystal-clear waters. Nothing old
or dilapidated seemed to exist anywhere. Youthful creatures were ubiquitous; and
their frisky, frolicsome squeals and laughter filled the air. The enchanting flowery
bowers and arbours teemed with singing and dancing lovers. Now rolling down
slopes carpeted with soft green down, now climbing high on hanging roots and
alighting on swinging branches, the monkey tribe played pranks and chattered without
end. Nay, the whole place appeared as though it had been decorated by Nature
herself in her many inscrutable ways for a gala festival of love! Amid all this fine

